#STEPHING

challenge
WEEK SEVEN
WA R D R O B E &
ACCESSORIES
Welcome to Week 7 of the
Stephing Challenge! This week
is wardrobe week, so let’s get
stuck into culling through
everything in your wardrobe.
We are also going through all
your accessories and finding
some storage for them to keep
these areas tidy!

time to cull
CULLING QUESTIONS:
1. Have I worn this is the last 3-6 months?
2. If I saw this in a shop right now-would I buy it?
3. Is there a friend or family member that would get
more use out of this?
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drawer organisation
I purchased come cheap sock, undies and bra organisers from eBay for storing
these items!

shoes
Shoes can take up a lot of space so firstly after culling through them, start to think
about some storage options.

SHOE RACK
Grab yourself a cheap shoe rack and simply put at the bottom of your wardrobe
and keep all your shoes on there!

SHOE BOXES
Instead of keeping all different shoe boxes grab some stackable shoe boxes from
IKEA or the Reject Shop! Some of these you can even store 2 pairs of shoes per
box!
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DOOR HANGERS
If your strapped for space you can purchase a shoe organiser than you can hang
on the back of your door. Keeping everything off the floor and more space in your
wardrobe.

konmari fold
I’m sure you have heard of the Konmari fold by now, it’s the method of vertical
folding your clothes. I have been doing this for nearly 2 years now and after a
couple of weeks I do it as fast as regular folding! I decided to start doing this so I
could see all the clothes I own in each drawer without having the rummage
through them.
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SO WHY DO THE KONMARI FOLD?
Firstly, you will be shocked at how much space you will save in your drawers! You
can easily fit double the amount of clothes per drawer. Secondly you will be able
to see at a glance everything in each drawer which means you will start getting
more use out of what you do own! Thirdly this will mean you will spend LESS on
getting new clothes because you’re finally utilising everything you own. How many
times have you bought a new t-shirt to realise after you already owned one
similar? Stick with learning this fold, and I promise you will be converted! To learn
how to do the fold simply hop onto Youtube and search konmari fold!

the “wear again hook”
This is a little hack I came up with when we moved into this home. I was sick of
using the chair (or the floor) for the clothes I was going to wear again the next
day. Just grab a removable hook, attach to the wall and then hang any clothes you
plan to wear the next day. For clothes too dirty for the wardrobe but too clean for
the wash! Perfect for school and work uniforms during the week! The hook will
save your floors and chairs!
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accessories
There are so many ways you can store your accessories whether that be in boxes,
drawers and cute jewellery stands! Here are the storage solutions I use and some
products I recommend.

SCRUNCHIES
I store all my scrunches on a bracelet holder. I purchased this from ebay and can
be bought at a low price.

JEWELLERY
I use an IKEA jewellery tray to store all my jewellery. An alternatiuve to this is some
wooden drawers from Kmart which you can label.

STORAGE BOXES
Now for miscellaneous accessories like belts, hair scarfs and even hats you can
use some nice matching storage boxes. This will keep everything hidden and
looking neat! I purchased mine from Kikki K but you can buy them for your local
Dollar store!

I hope you enjoy organising your wardrobe and accessories this week! Don’t
forget to tag me and use the hashtag #stephingchallenge each week to win a
$50 Little Label Co Voucher!

I can’t wait to see your progress! Don’t forget to tag me and use the
hashtag #stephingchallenge on Instagram to potentially win a $50
Little Label Co voucher every week!
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